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Boxing Day
Before Christmas, we drove to Melbourne to attend Bill
Jarman’s last milonga for the year. We were not the only
ones who wanted to see Bill perform and wish him well
after a difficult time. Adrienne and Andrew, visiting from
Adelaide, were there, and a number of old tango friends,
some not seen in many years. We had a good night,
sharing tandas and memories of tangos past, of Southern
Cross Tango festivals, of Bill’s New Year’s Eve milongas.
Boxing Day is my favourite day of the holiday season. Not that I’d usually spend it tapping away
at a keyboard in my study, but, with a very special tango anniversary and a beautiful tango event
coming up on January 26 – 27, 2019 in South Australia, this year is an exception. It is an
occasion to share wonderful memories of things that Adrienne and Andrew Gill and Southern
Cross Tango have given to us and to Australian tango over the past 20 years.
The calm of Boxing Day, after the storm of Christmas Day activity, is a good time to reminisce.
The festive dinner has been eaten with gusto; our dog has relished the remnants. Pots and pans,
dishes and champagne glasses are washed and away. We may have eaten a lot and the
grownups drunk a little more than usual, but we have the following days to recover. We did the
customary silly things: wore paper hats, pulled crackers, read jokes and tongue twisters, played
charades, and charged around a basketball court in a vigorous, and surprisingly competitive,
family challenge game. We had fun. It was a great day. The stuff of future memories.
Family members stayed over, little ones retiring first to bed, others drifting off, according to
advancing age. Finally, all was quiet, the house wrapped in a still night. This darkness is calming,
my personal space happily shared, and then peacefully reclaimed. Moving through the shadows,
I switched off the twinkling lights in the garden and those festooning tango friend Terry’s gift of a
cherry tree standing sentinel at the door. Inside, I turned off the Christmas tree lights, and finally
the laser ceiling stars and sparkly trails twisted around the staircase and bannisters, and around
the walls. Memories of past Christmas nights warmed my heart, and happy ghosts whispered
and danced. I shed a tear for loved family members, now passed, for whom such celebrations
had been joyous opportunities to share and give. I remembered the bliss of falling asleep on
magical nights when anything was possible.
Time passes and the world changes. A newspaper article suggested that political correctness is
responsible for banishing the spirit of Christmas and nativity scenes from civic display. Boxing
Day retail sales, and horrendously expensive, competitive New Year’s Eve firework displays,
sound-tracked for TV broadcast, have overtaken traditional Christmas celebrations. Sad.
Chinese communities around the world enthusiastically celebrate their New Year, yet their civic
Christmas decorations are gorgeous too. Islamic communities will celebrate Ramadan in May,
Eid-al-Fitr in June, and Eid al-Adho in August. Islamic New Year is on September 1. These
traditions have become part of Australian life. It’s a pity we can’t hang onto those we value.
But perhaps we are. Away from civic life, in neighbourhoods and communities, there is evidence
of a counter-wave of public opinion and action. More Australians are creating illuminated house
and garden displays, that range from inspirational beauty to enthusiastic excess. It is a glorious
broad church. Nativity scenes, stars and wise men, shepherds and angels, Santa Claus and
Mother Christmas, elves and unicorns, decorated campervans and spangled blow-up kangaroos
with reindeer antlers. We love driving from Ballarat to Geelong, at night, in the Christmas season.
Start at Ballarat’s central median strip display, and then drive by all the fantastic, fabulous private
house illuminations on the way to Geelong. You can almost hear angels singing, and see the
shadows of kings on the hillsides, following a shining star through a long-ago night.
Generosity from people, who go to such trouble and expense to create displays, for others to
enjoy, is an expression of a Christmas spirit that is alive and well.
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Lazy hazy summer days
Nat King Cole sang of soda and pretzels and beer, good stuff for long hours spent watching the
cricket on TV. It’s a summer ritual. Going to beach houses, swimming in the morning, and
coming back for the afternoon, when the sun is at its hottest, to sprawl in banana lounges and
beanbags and watch men in white demonstrate their skills with bat and ball. I went to Test and
Sheffield Shield cricket matches, too, at the MCG (before it became the ‘G’), sitting for hours,
absorbed in the slow, unfolding strategy of a game that is loved by my family and people of the
old British Empire. It was leisurely bliss, even the slow times when wandering seagulls and
floating sheets of paper demanded attention. Time out. Mindfulness in an Aussie summer.
In New Delhi, when the Indian cricket team played the Australians, the whole city stopped to
watch, and hotel employees clustered around TVs. Such passion. Little kids in the streets, with
makeshift wooden bats, standing in front of whatever they could find to serve as wickets, facing
up to balls spun from deft little fingers. National sports were built on grass-roots participation.
Things change. Legalised betting entered the arena. Cricket is not a game, or a sport, it is
business. Much of the televised coverage is now a technicoloured morass of men wearing
ludicrous neon-bright pyjama suits, speckled with sponsors’ logos. Cricket action is sandwiched
between images of smirking ‘expert’ commentators, inane chatter, a background of shifting
ground signage, a foreground of broadcaster identification, so many replays of previous wicket
falls that you can’t work out what is happening now, satellite weather reports, and an overload of
statistics. We’re watching the match, but losing our place in the game. Knowledgeable, sensible
female commentators are an island of calm, a saving grace.
In the past, our summer brains switched off from work, but were interactive when summer TV
gave visual coverage and enough information to keep us thinking about things like strategies.
Now it’s all there for immediate consumption, washing over us in a continual visual and audio
stream; our brains go into different mode, our thinking becomes ‘first step’, no longer ‘linked’ to
the process of making connections.
For twelve lovely years, we sandwiched our summer cricket and tennis watching, with a fabulous
weekend of exciting tango activity. Not the usual stuff of regular classes and same-old milongas.
On this weekend, the first after New Year, flocks of tango dancers gathered in the coastal
township of Anglesea, a popular holiday destination on Victoria’s Great Ocean Road, drawn like
galahs to a paddock of newly sown seed, or noisy parrots to fermenting fruits.
Buenos Aires at the Beach began as a tango gathering of friends who wanted to dance in the
holidays. Adrienne and Andrew hired the Aireys Inlet hall, and offered tango classes. Locals and
holiday-makers joined in. One year, they had a kids program. At night we helped set up for a
social dance that was more Australian than Argentine. Word spread that this weekend was fun,
and the number of people wanting to be part of it increased. The tango weekend outgrew the
small hall, so Adrienne and Andrew moved Buenos Aires at the Beach, now a fully-fledged
festival, up the road to Anglesea, hiring the Senior Citizens Centre. Numbers continued to rise.
People were coming from interstate and overseas to dance tango near the beach. The old
cinema complex became vacant, and was also hired, and when the building was converted to a
community recreation centre, Buenos Aires at the Beach spread over the whole complex.
We had such fun. The words of a Mary Hopkins song have popped into my head:
Those were the days my friend
We thought they'd never end
We'd sing and dance forever and a day
We'd live the life we choose
We'd fight and never lose
Those were the days, oh yes those were the days
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January, a fine month for celebration
Relatively recent dancers of tango have missed some good times. We share memories of those
times, recognising that we are fortunate to have been part of an amazing twenty-year tango
journey. We invite all dancers, old and new, to get together in South Australia, and revisit
wonderful days and nights, when tango was young and fun, dancers were friendly, and we were
all eager and open to playing an active role in the evolution of tango in Australia.

2019 is the year we acknowledge and celebrate the role played by two visionary dancers,
Adrienne and Andrew Gill. Starting young, twenty years ago, Adrienne bravely established
Southern Cross Tango, the original tango school in South Australia. Andrew soon became her
dance – and life – partner, a perfect match in so many ways. Together, they trained with the
most innovative dancers in Argentina, at the time when these tango ‘greats’ were re-energising
tango, stripping away the dross, and refining its essential elements. They were claiming tango
anew. Adrienne and Andrew understood the importance of what was happening. Inspired, they
brought back new concepts to Australia, where they shared them generously with students, and
continued to develop them into their unique, distinctive contemporary way of dancing and
teaching. Their musicality and uniquely connected performance style is widely admired. No other
tango couple dances like they do, which was something that Julio Balmaceda recognised many
years ago, when he invited them to come to Buenos Aires for an extended period, wanting to
train them exclusively. They could not afford to take up his offer, but this did not impede their
personal development. On their own merits, they have become dancers of international repute,
twice invited to perform and teach, as Maestros, at the prestigious CITA (International Congress
of Tango) in Buenos Aires.

Adrienne’s story
Adrienne came to tango dancing when she was around eighteen, although she
had been exposed to Astor Piazzolla’s nuevo tango music at home for years
before this. As a jazz musician, she was more familiar with that genre, and its
clubs and smoky venues, than with this strange new music. However, when she
heard Piazzolla’s Zero Hour CD, the correlations, rhythmic structure, and
improvisations immediately made sense.
She grabbed the opportunity to learn to dance tango with David Backler, when he
came to Melbourne. ‘I just liked the music’, Adrienne said, ‘and it seemed like a fun thing to do. I
enjoyed seeing others dancing to the music.’
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David Backler was teaching social tango as it was being danced in Buenos Aires milongas, the
real thing, not a ballroom hybrid, and not choreographed stage tango. Adrienne would learn later
that stage tango was referred to as ‘tango for export’ in traditional tango circles in Argentina.
It didn’t take David long to realise that,
with Adrienne, he had a dancer with true
potential. She started demonstrating with
David at Sidewalk Tango in Melbourne,
and was soon teaching solo. She
encouraged friends, fellow university
students and artists, to come to her
classes, and the youthful creative energy,
added to David’s alternative quirkiness,
created an exciting tango scene to belong
to.
(Photo: David Backler & Adrienne performing at
Coriole Winery, 1998)

Looking back, Adrienne reflected, ‘I like the journey of the music, the place it takes you to. When
I encountered tango at 18, I felt the power, but I didn’t fully understand it.’
A top Argentine dancer, Graciela Heredia, visited Australia to perform in a show directed by
David. She spotted Adrienne’s talent and offered to mentor her, and take her to Buenos Aires.
On that first of what would be many trips to Argentina, Adrienne met and danced with tango’s
elite, including Fabian Salas and Gustavo Naviera, dancers who would come to international
fame through Sally Potter’s movie, The Tango Lesson, and the traditional custodians of social
tango, the old milongueros of Buenos Aires, who adored the pretty young Aussie, appreciated
her expressive face and raised eyebrow, and loved the fact that she could dance their tango.
Adrienne also met dancers from the El Querandi tango show,
Edith Paez and her young partner, Demian Garcia. They became
good friends. Demian would go on to become one of the most
respected professional tango dancers of his generation in
Argentina, and Adrienne would follow a similar trajectory in
Australia. Over the years, they shared many happy times in
Buenos Aires and Australia.
(Photos: Richard, Demian, Nadia, Adrienne, Raul & Liliana in Buenos Aires)

(Photos: Demian Garcia & Adrienne Gill; Adrienne & Andrew Gill)

Twenty years ago, on the completion of her Fine Arts degree,
Adrienne moved to the township of Willunga in the McLaren Vale
wine-growing district of South Australia. The previous summer she had lived in Willunga, as
artist-in-residence, sponsored by ceramic artist, Margo Kellet and restaurateur, Russell Jeavons.
By day she painted in a studio; at night she taught tango to locals. With her studies completed,
Adrienne was free to accept Margo’s invitation to return to Willunga and set up her tango
business. Southern Cross Tango was born in January 1999.
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One night, the son of two students, Andrew Gill, walked into a room and saw
Adrienne dancing tango. On the spot, he decided that he would learn to do
this romantic, exciting dance with this extraordinary young woman who was
the talk of the town. Six weeks later, Andrew became Adrienne’s
demonstrator, and soon after that, her tango and life partner. He, too, has
become a leading and admired exponent of modern tango.
‘The way I understand tango now’, Adrienne said, ‘is that it is a physical form
of energy exchange. It is a journey and experience I have shared with Andrew. When you are
moving together, the atmosphere created by the piece of tango music makes you feel something
mentally and is physiologically stimulating. You intensely feel and embody the emotion of the
music.’

Growing together, looking back in wonder
Adrienne and Andrew worked tirelessly together, to build
Southern Cross Tango into one of the most successful and
long-lived tango schools and tango event businesses in
Australia.
Based in South Australia, they teach many classes each week
and run two monthly milongas: Tango by the Sea on the
second Sunday of each month, and La Calesita. They also
travel, performing as artists in shows and festivals and
conducting workshops, as invited. Their professional CV is
incredible. Not only are they extraordinary performers, they are
generous teachers, who have, since the outset, trained their
students to perform with them in cabaret shows and festivals,
lifting the standard of tango dancing in Australia as well as
providing opportunities for their students to move on in the
tango world.
(Photo: Adrienne and Andrew Gill at Premios Tango awards night in
Buenos Aires, 2018)

Adrienne and Andrew are exciting choreographers and
directors, and they have staged many innovative shows for the
public. At one time, they were producing an original new show each month for the Weimar
Cabaret Club in Adelaide, drawing upon the creative contributions of local musicians Quartito
Azul, the poetry of writer Pamela Jarvis, and classic fairy-tales transformed into twisted tales of
tango on the edge. Collaborations with couturier Anja Gorzadek resulted in the gorgeous and
beautiful tango productions of Glamour Australis and Primavera Returns, for which they
collaborated with Melbourne dancer and teacher, Bill Jarman.
(Photo: One of Southern Cross Tango’s
earliest tango cabaret show ‘Salon de Tango’
performed at Adelaide Fringe Festival 2002)
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(Photos: Meat Market Tango 2006, Tango on the Hill)

(Photo above: ‘Primavera Returns’ show 2004, scenes and cast)
(Photo right: Andrew Gill with Cherie Boogaart, ‘Maria de Buenos Aires’)

Adrienne and Andrew have featured at Adelaide International Arts
Festival, Womadelaide, Adelaide Cabaret Festival, in various TV
productions, Fringe and Arts Festivals across the country, in the
Famous Speigeltent, Murray River International Music Festivals,
Canberra International Music Festival, Organs of the Ballarat
Goldfields Festival, to name just a few. Adrienne made her debut as
an actor in a short film, Asha, a ‘challenging and amazing’
experience. Ballet choreographer, Leigh Warren, created the role of
Tango Man for Andrew in Astor Piazzolla’s operetta, Maria of Buenos
Aires, in collaboration with the SA Opera Company, and Melbourne
and Brisbane opera companies. Andrew performed as Tango Man, in
the Adelaide Festival Centre, Melbourne Recital Centre and Brisbane
Festival Centre. Adrienne and Andrew were dancers in ‘My Latin
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Heart’ with opera singer and Latin romantic ‘idol’, Jose Carbo, and guitar legends Slava and
Leonard Grigoryan. Adrienne and Andrew also danced in ‘Opera Tango’ with Massimo Scattolin,
violinist Simone Slattery & opera singer Alessandra Cantin.

(Photo: Cast of ‘Opera Tango’)

(Photo: ‘My Latin Heart’ show scene)

All this may surprise the generation of dancers who have come more recently to tango. Adrienne
and Andrew are quiet achievers. It’s left to others to say how good they are, and how important
their work has been. Their legacy in tango and what they have achieved is unmatchable. Without
them, tango would not be what it is in Australia today.
An important part of their legacy is the creation of a living, vibrant tango culture in South Australia
and beyond, a culture that respects the tango and its origins, and the people who come as
students, wanting to learn to do this beautiful dance. Adrienne and Andrew are great teachers,
whose knowledge, passion and love guides their teaching. They encourage, support and
challenge their students. They understand and respect the roles of tango man and woman.
There is no dominance or subservience; they are equal partners in life and in tango.
Adrienne spoke about her role as a teacher, and how, as a teacher she has come to an
understanding of the way that tango affects people. Her knowledge of the processes of the
mechanics and physicality of tango have helped her analyse what tango is and what it does to
people. She believes, ‘dancing tango widens our knowledge of human nature and the human
condition. As students respond to the layers and levels you help them uncover, you are opening
their eyes too.’ She is interested in taking dancers into the experience of the physicality and
energy. She wants to help people feel good, to grow, learn, be happy, work through problems,
achieve, and become part of a community.
Adrienne and Andrew gave us wonderful events. Twelve consecutive years of the summer
festival, Buenos Aires at the Beach, on Victoria’s Great Ocean Road, and two years of Buenos
Aires in the Vales, in McLaren Vale. Their vision was to bring the best Argentine dancers to work
alongside Australia’s professional teachers. Exposure to different teaching in workshop programs
and performance styles in shows was beneficial in developing the skills of social dancers and
Australia’s hard-working tango professionals. But these festivals gave so much more. Themed
social events presented new perspectives on tango, and offered the chance to be creative too, to
dress up, have fun, and make friends from all over Australia and overseas in the process.
Adrienne and Andrew gave us top quality live music at their festivals and events. Argentine
pianist Maria Sciammarella, world-renowned classical pianist, Anthony Halliday, Italian
accordionist Mirko Satto, Argentine bandoneonist Joaquin Amenabar, famous Italian guitarist,
Massimo Scattolin, Zephyr Quartet, Ruth Roshan and Tango Noir, Collectivo 29, and opera
singer Cherie Boogaart, star of Maria de Buenos Aires, have all performed at SCT events.
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We’ve been treated to extraordinary stage spectaculars and themed social milongas. Festival
highlights include a Vintage Tango show, and the hilarious, audacious ‘Dial-A-Sailor’ routine,
featuring a SA male dancer squeezed into naval ‘whites’ that were several sizes too small. The
Great Ocean Tango Roadshow, was staged with former state premier, Jeff Kennett and his wife
in the audience. We had a Fellini-inspired milonga, a Retro Milonga, a Black and White Domino
Milonga, and an exotic Middle-Eastern milonga. One year, Circus 3230 came to tango.

(Photos: Circus 3230 performers, Buenos Aires at the Beach)

Demian Garcia, performed and taught at the first tango festival, and came from Argentina as
guest teacher a number of times, bringing with him exceptional female dancers: Carolina
Bonaventura, Fatima Vitale, Alejandra Mantinan, and Milena Plebs. Adrienne and Andrew have
supported and collaborated with other Australian teachers through the festivals: Alberto and
Natalia Cortez, David Backler and Dianne Heywood Smith, Bill Jarman and Chandra Lennie,
Leigh Rogan (from Melbourne), Pedro and Sophia Alvarez, Jairo Sanchez Rivera and Amy
Teuchert, Fabian and Karina Conca (Sydney), Serkhan and Dana Parker (Canberra), Pedro
Arandia and Laura Groombridge (Perth). Rina and Nadim Sawaya (Melbourne) danced at the
last festival in McLaren Vale.

(Buenos Aires at the Beach Festival photos: Milena Plebs & Demian Garcia – ‘Romancing the Tango’; Ruth
Roshan & Tango Noir – A 1001 Nights Milonga; Cast of ‘Romancing the Tango’; dancers of ‘The Great Ocean
Tango Road Show; Collectivo29)
(Photo: Teaching faculty of Buenos Aires at the Beach 2010 Alejandra Mantinan, Demian Garcia, Adrienne & Andrew Gill,
Chandra Lennie, Bill Jarman, Amy Teuchert and Jairo Sanchez
Rivera)

Other tango festivals have come and gone, and we
thought BsAs at the Beach would go on forever. Sadly,
it did not. The financial risks and workload were,
ultimately, too great, Arts funding non-existent, and
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support from the Surf Coast Shire too little. Too late, the council realised what a gem they had let
slip through their fingers. Adrienne and Andrew, without funding, or corporate or council
sponsorship, had created, from scratch, an Arts event of international significance. Were we to
tally figures, as councils and event organizers do today, attendances at the twelve summer
Buenos Aires Tango Festivals, and the two Buenos Aires in the Vales autumn tango festivals in
McLaren Vale would amount to many thousands of people, injecting a lot of money into the
community. They set a high benchmark, for others to aim for. There has never been another
such joyous, amazing, creative, inclusive, sometimes crazy, and friendly tango get-together.

Career highlights
I asked Adrienne about the highlights of her career as a tango
artist. She thought for a moment before answering. This was her
response:
‘I love having gone through the gritty years of producing tango
cabaret shows for the Weimar Room and Fringe Festivals.
Developing shows without sponsorship is challenging. Resources
are so important for performing artists. It has been wonderful to
have the other experiences of touring with world class musicians
such as Mirko Satto in the Murray River International Music
Festival, Massimo Scattolin, Alessandra Cantin and Simone
Slattery in Opera Tango, with Slava and Leonard Grigorian and
Jose Carbo at the Adelaide Festival Centre and Recital Centre,
with Caesar Stroscio at Womadelaide and with Zephyr Quartet
and Cherie Boogaart. It has been so good to have outcomes of
tangible rewards, and to be able to perform in beautiful theatres
and venues, with wonderful lighting and technical support,
collaborating with world-class musicians. Working with Leigh Warren, and watching Andrew
perform in ‘Maria de Buenos Aires, was another highlight.’
‘Performing in the Adelaide Festival at the Riverbank Palais was
also a highlight. The process of developing the show, connecting
with the Tangalo musicians, creating choreography and training
the dancers, and then performing at a massive milonga, for
hundreds of people, was very rewarding. It makes such a
difference when your shows are well-resourced, as they are in the
major Arts Festivals.’
Adrienne said, ‘being invited to perform and teach in Buenos
Aires at CITA, and receiving strong support and recognition of our
work as recipients of an Arts SA professional development grant
was awesome and a real honour but that is just part of the
picture. On a personal level, I love it when I dance and feel that
amazing connection, the physical challenge, and the shared
emotional experience with Andrew. It just happens, anywhere.
Physical energy takes shape and form.’
(Photos: Adrienne & Andrew Gill, CITA 2018)

We look forward, eagerly, to January 26 – 27, 2019, and we invite the tango dancers of
Australia to come together, one more time, in McLaren Vale, South Australia, to celebrate
and express appreciation for 20 fabulous years of tango with Adrienne and Andrew and
Southern Cross Tango. We thank them for their dedication to establishing, developing, and
promoting Australian Argentine Tango culture, for believing in us, the ordinary people who
want to learn tango, and for persevering to help us to grow and achieve our tango goals.
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20th Anniversary of Southern Cross Tango, 1999 - 2019
Weekend Program 26 – 27 January
Saturday, 26 January, 9am: TANGO SEMINAR with Adrienne and Andrew Gill at their Seacliff Studio.
This half-day tango seminar is a lovely opportunity for tango visitors and local dancers to work in a small
and select group (just five couples) with these amazing teachers. Lunch included. Cost: $100 per couple. Info
& registration Ph: 0419 309 439 sctango@bigpond.com

Saturday, 26 January, 5pm BAREFOOT TANGO PICNIC on Port Willunga beach. BYO food and drink,
and celebrate Australia Day with sublime barefoot beach tango. We’ve done this before. It’s magic!

Sunday, 27 January, 4 -5 pm: Before we celebrate and dance the night away, come along to a fun
MILONGA PROGRESIVO Workshop with Adrienne & Andrew Gill. Learn a progressive Milonga
routine to be danced in a group! Venue: McLaren Vale Institute Hall, Main St, McLaren Vale. Open Level
Workshop Cost: $15pp.

Sunday, 27 January, 20TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION MILONGA, 8pm to midnight at the
McLaren Vale Institute Hall, Main St, McLaren Vale. Enjoy a beautiful celebratory evening of social tango
dancing, with live tango music from Inkling Tango Quartet, floorshow performance by Andrew & Adrienne
Gill and special guests. Inkling combines the sounds of violin, cello, double bass and percussion in an all-new
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mix. Established in 2016, the group plays original music inspired by
dance, the Australian landscape and contemporary musical ideas. Hints
of folk, jazz and classical morph into one another in journeys of
exploration both energetic and reflective. Each fine players in their
own right, Julian Ferraretto, Sandy Klose, Fabian Hevia and Allye
Sinclair bring years of experience from diverse worlds of music to
Inkling. Expect joy, movement and spontaneity. Expect sweet
improvisation and moments to breathe. Inkling have recorded their
first all-original album in October (soon to be released) and continue to
schedule performances in 2019. They are proud to share traditional tangos and dances with you for the first
time with Southern Cross Tango.
Arrive at 8pm for a Champagne Welcome. Guests are invited to bring something delicious for the shared
supper banquet table. Dress up in gorgeously stylish tango attire for a night of dancing & celebration! Tickets
$25pp. All welcome. Bookings 0419 309 439 or sctango@bigpond.com www.southerncrosstango.com.au

Calling all artists …. And giving advance notice of a social event for tango dancers

The Art of Tango Extravaganza, Sunday, 24 March, 2 – 5pm, in Geelong
Tango Friends Australia Inc promotes tango’s health benefits and fosters tango arts in the community.
Accordingly, the association invites artists – painters, print-makers, sculptors, photographers – to create an
original work, inspired by a tango music composition. Works will be displayed at the ‘Art of Tango
Extravaganza’ and can be offered for sale. $100 prizes will be awarded in each category, according to popular
vote. The Extravaganza will include social tango dancing, tango performance by professional artists from
Argentina, afternoon tea. It is anticipated that art works on display will offer dancers and viewers new
perceptions of tango

Further information and conditions of entry forms: contact Margaret Daniel, President
Tango Friends Australia Inc – E: patriciadaniel1@dodo.com.au Mob: 0408 596 005

Inspiration for artists, from tango
Tango lyrics, as well as music, can be a rich source of inspiration for dancers.
Pictured here is one of Adrienne Gill’s tango paintings. We rarely hear tango
lyrics at milongas today, so we have put together a list that might help get
creative juices flowing to produce an original painting, framed drawing, print, or
photograph (of dimensions no larger than 50 x 80 cm), a table-top sculpture, or
a floral art creation, to enter into the Art of Tango Extravaganza. Some tangos have more than
one set of lyrics, and some tangos use the difficult-to-translate language-dialect of lunfardo.
Google lyrics. Listen to the music. Your inspiration can be either tango songs or music, or both.
Choose the tango that moves you in some way, one that elicits an emotional response. Your
work will have the title of the chosen tango. There are hundreds, thousands of tangos. Find one
that inspires you, and get to work on creating a piece for the Art of Tango Extravaganza, in
Geelong, on March 24, 2019
Manana zarpa un barco – Tomorrow a boat weighs anchor
La morocha – The Brunette, or Dark-skinned woman
Al compass del Corazon – To the beat of a heart
Asi se baila el tango – This is how the tango is danced
Cafetin de Buenos Aires – Little tavern of Buenos Aires
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A media luz – At half light
El choclo – The ear of corn
Don Juan
Gran Hotel Victoria
Caminito – The little country road
Desde el alma – From the soul
La cumparsita – The little marching band
El ciruja – The surgeon
El entrerriano – The man from the interior
Farol – The street lamp
El firulete – The arabesque
La mariposa – The butterfly
Los mareados – Tipsy
Mi noche triste – My sad night
El motive – The reason
Cambalache – The bazaar – second-hand shop
Por una cabeza – By a horse’s head (a winning margin at the racetrack)
Poema
Recuerdo – A souvenir
Sur – South
Uno – One
Volver – To return
Yira yira – Cruising, cruising (and this doesn’t mean on a ship)
And here are a few dedicated to particular women:
Gricel –
Griseta
Madame Yvonne
Malena
This is a photo of Paul Breen’s table-top sculpture, The Red Shoe, the winner
of an earlier exhibition sponsored by Tango Friends Australia. It features a
scale model of Paul’s wife’s red tango shoe, and a red rose, in front of a
painting of El Viejo Almacen in Buenos Aires.
Time to get to work artists!!
TANGO IN AUSTRALIA
DARWIN
northerntango@gmail.com http://sites.google.com/site/northerntango
QUEENSLAND
General
listings
of
tango
http://www.tangonut.com/news.html
CANBERRA
Tango Social Club of Canberra
http://www.tangocanberra.asn.au
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throughout
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teachers

Queensland
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SYDNEY
General listings of tango schools & milongas throughout Sydney:
Tango Australia: http://www.tangoaustralia.com.au/p/finding-tango-school.html Sydney
Tango Calendar: http://www.sydneytango.com.au/WebModules/Calendar/Calendar.aspx
Port Macquarie: http://www.argentinetango.com.au/argentinetangoportmacquarie.html
Bowral: http://www.tangoencanto.com Newcastle https://tangonewcastle.wordpress.com
HOBART
Tango Milongueros: tangomtas@gmail.com www.tangomilonguerotasmania.com & Facebook
Tasmanian Club de Tango: tasmaniantangoclub@hotmail.com & www.tastangoclub.com
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PERTH
Champagne Tango: www.champagnetangoperth.com info@champagnetangoperth.com
Port Macquarie Tango – tango.wendy@gmail.com Perth Tango Club - http://perthtangoclub.com
Mi Serenata: http://miserenatatango.com
MELBOURNE
Melbourne Practica Group Inc. www.melbournepractica.org
nd

Melbourne Tango host milonga 2
Sunday of month @ Czech House, Queensberry St, Nth
Melbourne http://www.melbournetango.com
Project NFT (Neo Fusion Tango) (Hawthorn) Rod – rjh@keypoint.com.au
Robles Dance Academy – http://roblesdance.com
Sidewalk Tango – Dianne’s TANGUERIA (Richmond) – tangodi@icloud.com.au 0418 331 638
Tango Bajo – Bill Jarman (South Yarra, Windsor, Gardenvale) – tangobajo@gmail.com - 0419 826
061- www.australiantango.com.au Facebook: www.facebook.com/TangoBajo
Tango
Escencia
–
Rina
&
Nadim
Sawaya
(Richmond,
Lower
Templestowe)rina@tangotherapyaustralia.com.au - www.tangoescencia.com.au
Tango Melbourne – reneefleck84@gmail.com tangomelbourne.com.au
Tango Tambien (Woodend, Gardenvale/Brighton, Clifton Hill) – Leigh Rogan –
info@tangotambien.com – www.tangotambien.com
Victoria Tango Australia –Leonel - www.victoriatango.com.au - leonelcolque@hotmail.com
Viva (Fitzroy) – Christian Drogo – www.vivadance.com.au info@vivadance.com.au
GEELONG
Community Tango in Geelong - richardandpam@mac.com www.facebook.com/CommuityTangoInGeelong
www.southerncrosstango.com.au Classes resume in the first week of February 2019.
For a listing of international guest teachers touring Australia in the coming months, & Australian & NZ tango
school links go to: Gotanz Connect Australian & New Zealand Tango Directory – Meg Thomson –
gotanzconnect@gmail.comhttps://www.gotanzconnect.com Facebook: http://fb.me/anzdirectory Mob: 0419
826 061
Tango in Adelaide
TANGO ADELAIDE CLUB: Club Milonga on Saturday 2 February 8pm – 12 at Spicer Church Hall, 44A Fourth Ave, St
Peters. www.tangoadelaide.org
TANGO SALON: Comme Il Faut Milonga – Sunday 20 January 4pm – 8pm at Mt Osmond Golf Club ($10).
www.tangosalonadelaide.blogspot.com
SIEMPRE TANGO: Marce Ospina Adelaide Tango Workshops 11-14 January. Welcome Practica on Friday 11 January,
8.15pm – 10pm at Nth Adelaide Community Centre ($5). Coriole Milonga on Saturday 12 January, 7.30pm at Coriole
Winery, with DJ Marce Ospina and Floorshow ($20). Weekly Practica on Thursdays 8-9.30pm (starts 17 January) at North
Adelaide Community Centre, 176 Tynte St, Nth Adelaide ($5). www.siempretango.net.au
SOUTHERN CROSS TANGO: Tango by the Sea Milonga - Sunday 13 January, 4-8pm at Henley Sailing Club, 1 Seaview
Rd, West Beach ($15). Weekly ‘Tango Practica’ on Tuesdays 8pm – 9.30pm (starts 15 January) at Roxy Centre, 80 Anzac
Hwy (cnr South Rd & Anzac Hwy), Everard Park, $10pp or $5pp for beginner students. La Calesita Milonga on Saturday
23 February, 8pm – 11pm at Thebarton Community Centre, South Rd & Ashwin Pde, Torrensville ($15).
Southern Cross Tango’s 20th Anniversary Celebrations: Tango Seminar with Adrienne & Andrew Gill, Saturday 26
January, 9am – 1pm at Southern Cross Tango Studio, Seacliff ($100 per couple). Barefoot Tango Picnic - Saturday 26
January, 5pm at Port Willunga Beach (Free). Milonga Progresivo Workshop with Adrienne & Andrew Gill - Sunday 27
January, 4-5pm ($15pp) & followed by the 20th Anniversary Celebration Milonga - Sunday 27 January 8pm – Midnight at
McLaren Vale Institute Hall, 151 Main Rd McLaren Vale, with Live Music and Performances ($25).
www.southerncrosstango.com.au
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Southern Cross Tango - South Australia
MONDAY @ UNLEY RSL, 29 Arthur St, Unley
Monday 4 February 2019: COME & TRY TANGO – FREE Introductory Workshop & Practica 7pm – 8.30pm
TANGO REFRESHER WORSKHOP ($20pp/$15pp) – Open Level Workshop 8.30pm – 9.30pm
th

8 Week Tango Course: Monday 11 February – 1 April 2019: Beginner Class 7pm, Mini Practica 8pm, Open
Level Class 8.30pm
TUESDAY @ ROXY CENTRE, 80 Anzac Hwy, Everard Park
th

Tuesday 15 January 2019: COME & TRY TANGO – FREE Introductory Workshop 7-8pm, followed by
Tuesday evening Weekly PRACTICA 8pm – 9.30pm ($10pp or $5pp for beginners)
8 Week Beginner Tango Course: Tuesday 22 January – 12 March 2019: Beginner Class 7-8pm, followed by
Weekly PRACTICA 8pm – 9.30pm
WEDNESDAY @ THEBARTON COMMUNITY CENTRE, South Rd & Ashwin Pde, Torrensville
8 Week Open & Advanced Level Courses: Wednesday 16 January – 6 March 2019: Open level class 7pm –
8pm; Advanced level class 8pm – 9pm @ Thebarton Community Centre.
PRIVATE TUITION @ Southern Cross Tango Studio, 50 Kauri Pde, Seacliff
Private Lessons with Andrew & Adrienne Gill (by appointment). Please telephone 0419 309 439 to book.

Community Tango in Geelong - Victoria
Venue: Christ Church hall, corner of Moorabool & McKillop Streets, Geelong. Regular schedule resumes
Monday 4 February 2019. First Monday of the month: ‘Tango for Pleasure’ 7.30-9pm; Other Mondays Open level group classes, 7.30 – 9.00pm. !Thursday mornings - Body conditioning, dance training &
improvisation for women. GENTLE TANGO program resumes from Wednesday 6 February, 10.30am.
Presenting group tango classes, private lessons, seasonal salon events.! Teachers: Pamela & Richard Jarvis –
0417 531 619 E: richardandpam@mac.com https://www.facebook.com/CommunityTangoInGeelong

SOUTHERN CROSS TANGO

Andrew & Adrienne Gill
Phone: 0419 309 439 Email: sctango@bigpond.com
https://www.facebook.com/SouthernCrossTango
www.southerncrosstango.com.au
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